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The Calm Bladder - Freedom From Cystitis offers its readers the ultimate self-help guide to
breaking the cycle of chronic bladder infection. It is a book written by an expert urologist with 15
years experience treating men and women with cystitis and touches upon acute infection,
chronic cystitis, interstitial cystitis and infections in special groups such as dementia.
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The Interstitial Cystitis Solution: A Holistic Plan for Healing Painful Symptoms, Resolving
Bladder and Pelvic Floor Dysfunction, and Taking Back Your Life



readsalot, “A life saver book. Recommendation for any one suffering .... A life saver book.
Recommendation for any one suffering from cystitis.”

love_donny, “knowledge is power. knowledge is power. and this gives you the medical/biological
knowledge of what is actually happening in the playing out of cystitis. Its not a promise of a quick
fix rather the knowledge you need to address the root cause so that you can be empowered and
informed in choosing the right course of treatment for you. I've suffered with recurrent cystitis for
around 10 years, mainly aggravated by intercourse. I have always just treated the symptoms
without really knowing whats happening, no one actually ever tells you! GPs etc, and there is just
a pleathora of remedies out there, and you blindly try them all, they alleviate the symptoms but
the with recurrent cystiis it a,lways come back whatever you do. I feel good after reading this as I
know WHY I get cystits after sex, and have a programme of action that will treat the root cause.
Yes there are loads of typos in this bookit obviously hasn't been proof read, but the style is an
accessible easy read, and the information is valuable. Its so good to read from a medical
professional who specialises in it and knows what he is talking about. I prefer natural remedies
and have avoided antibiotics as they I have experienced them to be ineffective in the long run
and potentially damaging to the immune system, but from reading this I now understand that the
RIGHT type prescription of a course of antibiotics could support and facilitate your immune
system to rid you of cystitis in the long term. The knowledge in this book can empower you to
have the right conversation with your GP for this to happen, rather than just getting prescribed
with the standard that doesn't do anything in terms of long term results. Whether you choose
this root or a natural route this book is essential reading. Feeling positive and informed and
excited to take more control to treating myself. So sick of cystitis!!”

Rosalind Healy, “Content brilliant. Presentation lacking.. Incredibly useful piece of work by a
consultant who brings his immense experience and knowledge to a medical area that causes
untold misery to millions of people. I learnt a huge amount very quickly. This is a short book
which you can easily read at one sitting. I’m fully intending to apply the protocols he suggests,
having had three infections and three sets of antibiotics in the last four months. The only reason I
have rated it four instead of five stars is the unbelievable number of grammatical errors, typos,
spelling mistakes and poor editing. I really do not want to be a pedantic bore but it was really
distracting. Even the back cover has two errors; bring’s instead of brings and aurthor instead of
author. How did this happen? I appreciate medics and scientists aren’t always as interested in
written English but didn’t the author consider a proof reader or an editor? How did it get
published in such a crude form? Please consider another edition with the mistakes removed so
that the excellent information isn’t muddied.  I’ll do it myself!”

Mr. S. D. Greenslade, “Bargain as helped me a lot. This book is brilliant, have already seen my



doctor got the full results of my cystoscopy i had 2 years ago and am getting treatment
antibiotics and estrogen and using self help over the counter paracetamol and lemon water with
supplements and told my doctor who suggested suppressing the urge to go to that it is counter
productive. learned a lot from this book.”

April, “I finally understand my painful bladder.. This is the best book about the bladder and
bladder problems I have ever read. For the first time I read something and said to myself that’s
exactly it, that’s exactly what is happening to me! I wish my doctor would read it and I will
definitely be asking my urologist some important questions after having read this. Highly
recommend, such an easy read and explains things very clearly. If you have bladder problems
definitely get this book.”

Sharong, “Knowledge is key. This book have me info that I already knew l had. It gave me new
info,that will be helpful to me. Good info(again) and common sense. I feel less mystified than I
was before reading the book,and it was easy to understand, for me as a non-specialist,in
bladder health.A big thank you to Tim Whittlestone. I will recommend this book to family and
friends alike,this is important reading for anyone suffering with long term cystitis.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 100 people have provided feedback.
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